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Atomic resolution low-angle bright-®eld (LABF) scanning transmission

electron-microscope (STEM) images and high-angle bright-®eld (HABF)

STEM images of [011]-orientated Si have been experimentally obtained

together with high-angle annular dark-®eld (HAADF) STEM images. The

contrast formation mechanisms of the LABF STEM and HABF STEM images

are examined in comparison with HAADF STEM images. The HABF STEM

images independent of defocus and thickness have spatial resolution compar-

able with HAADF STEM images, and are shown to be given as a simple

convolution under the non-dispersion approximation of localized Bloch waves.

1. Introduction

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)

has been widely known as a tool for direct observation of an

atomic structure in a nano area. However, the HRTEM images

must be interpreted carefully because they do not always

reveal the real atomic structure owing to the phase effect and

lens aberration.

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) has an

attractive feature that a variety of detector shapes and sizes

is introduced to give different images. Various signals gener-

ated from the same specimen can be collected simultaneously

and analyzed in parallel to get structural, compositional and

electrical information. By using a low-angle annular dark-

®eld (LAADF) STEM instrument, Crewe & Wall (1970)

succeeded in detecting single atoms and atom clusters in the

early 1970s. This imaging mode has, however, a disadvantage

that the LAADF STEM images are controlled mainly by

strong dynamical diffraction, so that the images depending

on atomic number are obscured. By increasing the inner

detector angle, the coherent Bragg scattering can be reduced

and incoherent thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) increases

(Howie, 1979). Pennycook & Jesson (1990) ®rst proposed

that the high-angle annular dark-®eld (HAADF) STEM

with a large coherent convergent beam can provide inco-

herent atomic resolved images in a low-order zone axis. In

the high-resolution HAADF STEM images, projected

atomic columns are identi®ed by bright spots independent of

objective-lens defocus and sample thickness, unlike HRTEM

images except for some objective-lens defocus conditions

(Watanabe, Yamazaki, Kikuchi et al., 2001). Furthermore,

there are no Fresnel interference effects and the incoherent

images give contrast depending strongly on atomic number

(Mcgibbon et al., 1995; Chisholm et al., 1998; Yamazaki et al.,

2000; Voyles et al., 2002). Extensive experimental and theo-

retical investigations lead to the contrast formation

mechanism and the fundamental understanding of HAADF

STEM images, such as effects of optical parameters of an

instrument and small crystal tilt (Nellist & Pennycook, 1998;

Pennycook & Nellist, 1999; Yamazaki et al., 2002). To a good

approximation, the HAADF STEM images are represented

by a simple convolution between an intensity of an effective

probe function and a compositionally sensitive object function

(Pennycook & Jesson, 1991; Pennycook et al., 2000). While

this approximation is questionable for a thick specimen

due to the spread of a localized wave along an atomic

column, the clear projected atomic structure can be

extracted for a relatively thin specimen from an obscure

experimental image by the image processing based on the

deconvolution (Watanabe et al., 2002). The high ef®ciency of

HAADF STEM images is ampli®ed more by a recent devel-

opment of a spherical aberration corrector for a probe

forming system.

The atomic resolution images have also been obtained

by bright-®eld (BF) STEM. Cowley (1969) suggested from

the reciprocity theory that BF STEM imaging is identical

to conventional transmission-electron-microscopy (CTEM)

imaging when an on-axis point detector is used. It is demon-

strated that a large collection angle of the BF detector gives a

high-resolution image (Liu & Cowley, 1993) and its contrast

has less dependence on the changes in objective-lens defocus

and sample thickness (Xu et al., 1990). However, the funda-

mental question associated with the contrast formation

mechanism is not perfectly understood.



In this paper, we present experimental atomic resolved low-

angle bright-®eld (LABF) STEM images and high-angle

bright-®eld (HABF) STEM images of a [011]-orientated Si

crystal together with HAADF STEM images. The contrast

formation mechanisms of high-resolution LABF STEM and

HABF STEM images are examined in comparison with

HAADF STEM images with the aid of simulations, and the

HABF STEM images are shown to be given as a simple

convolution under the non-dispersion approximation of

localized Bloch waves.

2. Experimental procedure

[011]-Si materials were prepared by mechanical polishing of a

Czochralski-grown [100]-oriented p-type wafer. The cross-

sectional specimens were prepared by a standard preparation

technique including mechanical thinning, dimpling and

subsequent Ar+ ion milling. The ion millings were carefully

carried out with a 3 keV ion beam at an incident angle as low

as possible, followed by 1.7 keV ion milling so as to remove

adhered amorphous and oxide surfaces. BF and HAADF

STEM experiments were conducted using a JEM-2100F TEM/

STEM operated at 200 keV, which has a probe forming lens of

Cs � 1:0 mm. The semiangle of the incident probe �, the range

of HAADF detector D, and the collection semiangles � of the

BF detector were evaluated using microdiffraction, and were

assigned to be � � 18 mrad, D � 70�240 mrad, � � 3 and

18 mrad.

Image processing was performed by Fourier ®ltering, where

a mask of 2.5 nmÿ1 diameter was used for each spot in a

diffractogram of the image. Altering mask size, from 2 to

3 nmÿ1 does not have much of an effect on the ®nal conclu-

sion.

3. Image simulation

The dynamical simulations for both BF STEM and HAADF

STEM images have already been discussed in detail by

Watanabe, Yamazaki, Hashimoto & Shiojiri (2001), so this is

only brie¯y outlined below. From the entrance and exit

boundary conditions on crystal surfaces, the transmission

coef®cients Tg�Kk;R0; t� at the sample thickness t are

expressed for incident probe position vector R0 as

T0�Kk;R0; t�
Tg�Kk;R0; t�

..

.

2664
3775 � exp�ÿiKk � R0� exp�ÿiKzt� ~C�Kk� � ~G�Kk; t�

� exp�ÿiW�Kk�� ~Cÿ1�Kk� � �U; �1�

where Kk is the transverse component of the incident wave-

vector, Kz the longitudinal component of the wavevector in

vacuum, �U a unit vector, matrix element � ~G�Kk; t��i;j �
exp�i�j�Kk�t��i;j, and ~C�Kk� and ~Cÿ1�Kk�, the matrix of eigen-

vectors and the inverse matrix, respectively. The complex

eigenvalue �j�Kk� is decomposed into its real part (the

conventional `Anpassung' for branch j) and its imaginary part

(the absorption for branch j).

3.1. Dynamical simulation for BF STEM images

The intensity of a BF STEM image formed by Bragg

re¯ections, IBF�R0; t�, is de®ned by

IBF�R0; t� � R D�Kf �
���P

g

A�Kf ÿ g�Tg�Kf ÿ g;R0; t�
���2 dKf ;

�2�
where Kf is the transverse component of the wavevector on

the back focal plane, A�Kf ÿ g� an objective-lens aperture

function, and D�Kf � a detector function. The Fourier trans-

form of equation (2) with respect to R0 is performed using

spatial frequency Q:

IBF�Q; t� � R P
g

A�Kk�A��Kk �Q�D�Kk � g�

� expfi�W�Kk� ÿW�Kk �Q��g
� T 0g�Kk; t�T 0�gÿQ�Kk �Q; t� dKk; �3�

where T 0g�Kk; t� exp�iW�Kk�� exp�ÿiKk � R0� � Tg�Kk; t� and

W�Kk� is a objective-lens aberration function. Equation (3)

reveals some of the physics of the contrast formation

mechanism. The intensity at a spatial frequency of Q arises

from the interferences between partial incident and diffracted

waves separated by Q and between T 0g�Kk; t� and

T 0�gÿQ�Kk �Q; t�. Thus, even a small collection detector angle

gives rise to high spatial resolution due to overlapping of

convergent diffraction discs. Finally, the BF STEM image as a

function of R0 is given by inverse Fourier transformation with

respect to Q:

IBF�R0; t� �P
Q

IBF�Q; t�exp�ÿiQ � R0�: �4�

3.2. Dynamical simulation for HAADF STEM images

In HAADF STEM image calculations, our attention is

focused on high-angle scattering of TDS among inelastic

events. Thus, we used the two kinds of optical potential, V 0all
g;TDS

and V 0ex
g;TDS (Watanabe, Yamazaki, Hashimoto & Shiojiri,

2001). The total optical potential, V 0all
g , also includes atomic

inner-shell ionization and plasmon loss. The total intensity of

transmitted electrons, Iall�R0�, can be calculated by using this

total optical potential and removing the detector function

from equation (3). Replacing V 0all
g;TDS with V 0ex

g;TDS, we calculate

Iex�R0� where only electrons inelastically scattered outside the

detector are considered as absorption. Then the total intensity

Idetector
TDS �R0� collected with the annular detector is simply

calculated by Idetector
TDS �R0� � Iex�R0� ÿ Iall�R0�. In the present

simulation of HAADF STEM images, we calculated just the

contribution from TDS because the coherent scattering is

negligible for images recorded with this detector angle.

The atomic scattering factors proposed by Weickenmeier &

Kohl (1991) and the Debye±Waller factor of 0.0045 nm2 were

used (Rossouw et al., 1994). The 000 component of core loss

and plansmon loss was ®xed to be 0.476 eV (Radi, 1970) and
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the other components of core loss were neglected because the

inelastic scattering processes are insigni®cant.

3.3. Convolution description for a BF STEM image

We shall ®nd that it becomes particularly simple to answer

the question whether HABF STEM images are described by a

simple convolution by using a Bloch-wave description of the

1s-type bound state. This behavior is in marked contrast to

CTEM imaging, in which all states at the exit surface contri-

bute to the image, resulting in its strong thickness dependence.

As mentioned above, the intensity of the coherent convergent

beam at a relative thin specimen may be approximated by

the non-dispersive 1s-type state contribution. To derive the

convolution presentation for a HABF STEM image, the

transmission coef®cients in equation (3) are approximated by

just the 1s-type state:

Tg�Kk;R0; t� � exp�ÿiKk � R0��1s�Kk�C1s
g �Kk�

� expfi�Kz � 1s�Kk�t�g expfÿ�1s�Kk�tg; �5�
where �1s�Kk� is the excitation amplitude of the 1s-type state,

C1s
g �Kk� is the Bloch-wave amplitude for Bragg re¯ections,

1s�Kk� is the Anpassung and �1s�Kk� is the absorption coef-

®cient. Thus,

IBF�Q; t�
�P

g

Dg

R
A�Kk�A��Kk �Q� expfi�W�Kk� ÿW�Kk �Q��g

� �1s�Kk��1s��Kk�C1s
g �Kk�C1s�

gÿQ�Kk� expfÿ2�1s�Kk�tg dKk:

�6�
The non-dispersion approximation means that the eigenvec-

tors, the Anpassung and the absorption coef®cient are inde-

pendent of Kk over the range of partial plane waves in the

incident cone, thus resulting in

IBF�Q; t� �
X

g

Dg�
1s�0��1s��0�C1s

g �0�C1s�
gÿQ�0� expfÿ2�1s�0�tg

�
Z
�1s�Kk��1s��Kk�
�1s�0��1s��0� A�Kk�A��Kk �Q�

� expfi�W�Kk� ÿW�Kk �Q��g dKk
� o�Q� � peff�Q�: �7�

When equation (7) is transformed back to real space, the

product becomes the simple convolution between the object

function O�R0� and the effective probe intensity Peff�R0�:
IBF�R0� � O�R0� 
 Peff�R0�: �8�

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Simulated results for LABF, HABF and HAADF STEM
images

In order to discuss the effect of the collection angle of the

BF detector, 3 and 18 mrad BF detectors are selected for

LABF STEM and HABF STEM, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the

relationship between the schematic [011] Si Kossel pattern and

two BF detectors. The small collection angle covers only part

of the 000 disc, while the large collection angle covers a wide

area. Since the small collection angle may be regarded as a

point BF detector, it might be expected that this imaging

provides the image changes in defocus and thickness like high-

resolution CTEM. A series of simulated through-focal and

through-thickness BF STEM images is summarized in Fig. 2,

where each Michelson visibility, V, is calculated so as to

evaluate contrast quantitatively (Spence & Cowley, 1978). The

LABF STEM provides a high-resolution image, but does not

resolve dumbbells owing to the small information limit. The

contrast shows the changes in defocus and thickness like

HRTEM (Liu & Cowley, 1993). In particular, contrast reversal

at atomic columns appears at sample thicknesses less than

20 nm. As the thickness increases, the images are less

dependent on defocus, where an unresolved dumbbell corre-

sponds to a dark spot. When the collection angle is very small,

the intensity is mainly attributed to around g � �000� in

equation (3). The contrast of the LABF STEM image is

controlled by the spread of the localized wave formed by a

coherent convergent beam at each probe position. The

enhancement of a localized wave at each atomic column is,
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Figure 1
Outline of [011]-Si Kossel pattern and two collection semiangles of
detector, � � 3 and 18 mrad. Large bold circles indicate the incident
beam with semiangle 18 mrad.



however, insuf®cient at thin thickness. As a result, the differ-

ence in localized wave between the atomic columns and

interatomic columns is largely affected by the defocus, leading

to contrast reversal against defocus. At 40 nm thick, a large

coherent convergent beam signi®cantly makes the localized

wave along an atomic column by the channeling (Fertig &

Rose, 1981). Thus, atomic columns are identi®ed by dark spots.

The calculations for through-focal and through-thickness

HABF STEM images are shown in Fig. 3. All projected atomic

positions are identi®ed by dark spots and the images show no

contrast reversal against thickness and defocus while details of

black spots change with the defocus. Simulations based on the

multislice method (Ishizuka, 2001) also demonstrated similar

results. The spatial resolution becomes nearly equal to

HAADF STEM although the resolution attainable in

HAADF STEM is considered to be better by a factor of

approximately 1.5 than the resolution obtainable in BF STEM

using the same lens (Jesson et al., 1991). A HABF STEM

contrast depends on the total intensity of the diffraction plane

because the 18 mrad BF detector almost covers the whole

diffraction pattern, as shown in Fig. 1(b). When the incident

convergent probe is located on the atomic column position,

the channeling electrons are preferentially absorbed due to an

enhancement of a localized wave compared with interatomic

columns. The difference in absorption at respective positions

of the incident convergent probe leads to the formation of

HABF STEM images. As a result, HABF STEM images and

HAADF STEM images are alike in the variations in objective-

lens defocus and thickness exactly as expected for incoherent

imaging. The enhancement of the wave along an atomic
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Figure 2
The simulated through-focal and through-thickness LABF STEM images at � � 3 mrad. The thickness and defocus values used for the simulation are
indicated on the vertical and horizontal axes. In order to show the visibility of the respective images, the Michelson visibility, V, is indicated on each
image. The projected atomic column positions are denoted by circles in the simulated image at �f � ÿ40 nm and t � 10 nm.



column and the absorption are critical factors in explaining the

appearance of contrast in high-resolution HABF STEM.

4.2. Comparison between experimental and simulated images

Figs. 4(a) and (b) show high-resolution LABF STEM and

HABF STEM images of a [011]-oriented Si crystal and a high-

resolution HAADF STEM image is shown in Fig. 4(c). It is

noted that the HABF STEM and HAADF STEM images

were taken simultaneously. Figs. 4(d)±( f) and 4(g)±(i) show

the corresponding Fourier diffractograms and Fourier ®ltering

images, respectively. The Fourier ®ltering processing provides

valuable images by decreasing the noise drastically as shown

in Figs. 4(g)±(i). Reversed images are superimposed in each

®gure for ease of viewing. As shown in Figs. 4(e) and 4( f),

where 113 components are high and 004 components are very

small, the dumbbell spacing is slightly elongated (Watanabe et

al., 2003). There are slight differences in the same re¯ections

due to sample drift, instability of instrument and small crystal

tilt (Yamazaki et al., 2002). The anisotropic tails inter-

connecting adjacent dumbbells may be mainly ascribed to

these facts. BF STEM images are also very sensitive to the

position of the BF detector because the area detecting the

transmitted electrons at the diffraction plane is much smaller

than the area for detecting electrons by the HAADF detector.

Therefore, the slight deviation of the BF detector from the

center of the 000 disc leads to a non-symmetric contrast

(Yamazaki et al., 2004). Furthermore, the S/N ratio of an

experimental HABF STEM image is as small as that of a

HAADF STEM image. It is thought that this is because the

HABF STEM images are mainly formed by the absorption

effect like HAADF STEM images.
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Figure 3
The simulated through-focal and through-thickness HABF STEM images at � � 18 mrad. The thickness and defocus values used for the simulation are
indicated on the vertical and horizontal axes. In order to show the visibility of the respective images, the Michelson visibility, V, is indicated on each
image. The projected atomic column positions are denoted by circles in the simulated image at �f � ÿ40 nm and t � 10 nm.



The HABF STEM produces clear resolved dumbbells, while

the LABF STEM gives rise to unresolved spots in the

dumbbell. From comparison with HAADF STEM images,

HABF STEM can provide high spatial resolution comparable

with HAADF STEM, able to be intuitively interpreted.

Furthermore, observation of a HABF STEM image is easier

than that of a HAADF STEM image. The corresponding

calculated images are shown in Figs. 4( j)±(l). The simulations

reproduce the corresponding experimental images satisfac-

torily, thereby con®rming that our method can reproduce the

observed BF STEM images well with the parameter values

close to those used for the experimental observation.

4.3. Deconvolution processing for a HABF STEM image

As mentioned in x3.3, the HABF STEM image is described

as a simple convolution between an object function and an

effective probe function, so that the clear object function may

be simply obtained from an obscure image by the deconvo-

lution processing. While it is very dif®cult to determine the

accurate defocus value experimentally, the defocus value may

be determined by the maximum-entropy method (Watanabe et

al., 2002). In order to show the availability of the deconvolu-

tion processing combined with the maximum-entropy method,

the raw experimental image and the processed version are

exhibited in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The processed image repro-

duces clear resolved dumbbells, although a little anisotropic

contrast remains. In spite of this anisotropic contrast, the

deconvolution processing of HABF STEM images is valid for

analyzing crystal structure like that of HAADF STEM images.

A point to be noted is that an image obtained by this tech-

nique is not always the true projected structure because an

experimental image used as material for deconvolution has

information that is limited by the optical condition of the

coherent convergent probe. In other words, the deconvolution

leads to a projected structure image retrieved within the

experimental information limit.

5. Summary

High-resolution LABF STEM and HABF STEM images of

[011]-orientated Si have been presented experimentally

together with HAADF STEM images. The high-resolution

LABF STEM images depend on sample thickness and

objective-lens defocus like HRTEM. In contrast, the HABF

STEM images are less dependent on sample thickness and

defocus like HAADF STEM images, thus enabling us to

intuitively determine projected atomic columns by black spots.

Furthermore, the HABF STEM can provide high spatial

resolution comparable with HAADF STEM and the HABF

STEM image is presented by a simple convolution between an

object function and an effective probe function. The decon-

volution processing combined with the maximum-entropy

method can be applied to retrieve a clear image from an

obscure experimental HABF STEM image. The key to the

contrast formation mechanism of LABF STEM is the

enhancement of the localized wave formed along an atomic

column, and that of HABF STEM images is both enhance-

ment of the localized wave formed along an atomic column

and absorption.
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Figure 5
(a) An experimental image of [011]-orientated Si 30 nm thick. (b)
Deconvoluted image of (a) using a probe function at �f � ÿ62 nm.

Figure 4
(a) The experimental raw LABF STEM image having unresolved
dumbbell structure, (b) the experimental raw HABF STEM image having
resolved dumbbell structure and (c) the experimental raw HAADF
STEM image having resolved dumbbell structure. (b) and (c) are
obtained simultaneously. (d)±( f ) are Fourier diffractograms of the images
of (a)±(c). (g)±(i) are noise-®ltered images of (a)±(c), respectively. ( j)±(l)
are simulated LABF, HABF and HAADF STEM images of a [011]-
orientated Si crystal 30 nm thick at �f � ÿ60 nm, respectively. Reversed
images are superimposed in each ®gure.
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